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GUIDE TO Learning to be a PROFESSIONAL ELITE ESCORT MODEL

Local escorts
While there has been a few general guides discussing how to become an expert escort, there
are hardly any written for more sophisticated young women trying to find information on how to
become an elite courtesan. A courtesan or top quality escort is often a professional
companion, who catches the interest of refined gentlemen seeking excess of a reasonably
face. And no-one sees that better than I - I was an experienced upmarket courtesan who lived
in five-star hotels with some of the world’s most affluent and delicate gentlemen for 8 years.
During the perimeter in the 'adult industry' for just a moment, the elite courtesan just isn't
promoted via tasteless and demeaning photos of her in various states of undress, or
marketing of her physical attributes only. She actually is promoted towards the gentlemen
seeking a 'real woman', a new and authentic lady to whom escorting just isn't her full-time
career. She is a genuine companion, providing emotional intimacy, mental stimulation, and
psychological support. Sure, she looks great in a bikini, that is only the tip from the iceberg.
She's going to 't be pigeon-holed like a sex-object.

Escort jobs
A higher class escort model generates a very deep and special reference to her gentleman
friends, rather than providing a 'service' and promptly forgetting him as she moves on to the
next. She meets fewer dates over a higher level, to retain her exclusivity and freshness. Which
is just what these gentlemen seek and spend on. She's a traditional person, not only a
'worker'. And then she only meets with equally sophisticated gentlemen, so as to expose
herself exclusively to tasteful, mutually loving engagements. She is not a red-light girl, a
prostitute or possibly a blow-up doll. With the high end of the marketplace, you can find
obviously some conditions, in addition to actions you should take. Don't assume all woman is
equipped to the elite world, and not each woman has what it takes becoming a courtesan.
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Brief Steps:

1. Study the guide about what it will take to become an elite escort.

2. Make steps forced to accomplish yourself to that level if needed.

3. Decide regardless of whether you wish to work independently or with an agency.

4. Set up a website/ or research to locate a satisfactory agency with whom to function.

5. Make a policy for the money you are likely to make and save.

 

Exactly what you need To Must Become qualified as the top Escort:

 

1. Overall Look - First of all, obviously this is an industry determined by image, similar to the
modeling industry. You have to be fresh-faced, classically beautiful, with a flawless complexion
and pleasant features. And much being a model, you'll need to be a 'blank canvas', as a way
to cater the client's preferences to some extent. Tattoos are prohibited, along with your
hairstyle should be mainstream and worthy of you. Lavender or pink hair is great that you
experienced, and not for work. ;) So facially and surface-image-wise, you'll need to be an
antique beauty. If you would stop hired by the commercial model agency, and also have not
been told you're so beautiful' your life, you might not be worthy of a courtesanship. While
conservative cosmetic surgery can transform that, a lot of work can ruin your look, so any



over-done work, fillers, botox etc. has to be avoided. Natural beauty is imperative.

 

2. Physique & Lifestyle - Continuing on from the first point, you need to be physically
exceptional. This is simply not to state there exists any one form of shape or height that works
well, however that whatever your shape or height, you'll need to be in phenomenal fitness.
Regardless of whether you have an hourglass shape, or possibly a supermodel stature, or
perhaps the androgynous appearance of a ballerina - you'll need to be exceptionally fit. You
might be working within an elite level - being a top model, a top-notch athlete or perhaps an
accomplished actress. You'll need to be eating very, cautiously, and out religiously every single
day. There's no location for eating disorders, a lazy lifestyle, a nonchalant approach to your
health, regular 'partying', or fluctuating body size. You are exceptional, you might be a queen.
You should behave and take care of yourself like one. Again, some minor surgery to smooth
some little bumps or balance things aesthetically can assist if done conservatively. This is the
personal choice, but should truly 't be over-done. An out-of-proportion bust, over-pouted lips,
frozen features or scars from surgery are unacceptable.

 

3. Education - There's two various kinds of education. While traditional schooling education,
normally, can be regarded as rather bourgeois from the elite set, it is still something bowed to
and thought of a standard requirement, to demonstrate one's capability to invest in and have
something in youth. While the first is not supposed to allow one's free mind and spirit to be re-
shaped and boxed into the 'university' attitude, you are expected be capable of show to be
able to follow convention and goes results that suit into the cookie-cutter expectations of the
system. And then we have the more organic education of life - music, opera, theater, art,
travel, conversation, interaction to cultures etc. There is no university that will teach the soul to
feel the passion evoked by Mozart. No college can show the compassion and empathy that
Botticelli inspires. No traditional schooling can make the peak of emotion conjured by an opera
or the excitement for being inside a new city or location for initially. A combination of these is
necessary within a good courtesan. This implies a certain sort of upbringing, to be exposed to
this amount of culture.



 

4. Breeding and Personality - Whilst the two don't always go hand-in-hand, for a deluxe gfe
escort, they have to. Your background should include a 'normal' (i.e. mainstream, healthy)
upbringing, sans drug or alcohol problems, abuse, poverty, etc - Not any of these are anyone's
fault the slightest bit, however this exposes one to an unhealthy environment that rarely brings
about healthy behavior. You should have been mentioned with an above average amount of
protection, care, plus a peaceful calm environment, with proper hygiene, manners and
housing.

One should also are already afforded the freedom to be oneself. Thus developing one's
natural personality, unmarred by oppression or duress. A light-hearted, tolerant, and curious
nature is best from the courtesan arena. She actually is kind, gracious and dignified, during
unfortunate situations. She doesn't speak unless it's to state something beautiful. Tolerant and
amicable personalities do best, where one is friendly with everyone, and easily strikes up
interesting conversations with new people. Deportment is usually certain; if she doesn't
discover how to walk, sit, eat and conduct herself properly, without airs and graces, she is not
yet worthy of be labeled 'elite'.

An empathy and compassion for fellow people is crucial, in order to be capable to attend to
someone within this capacity, to produce the specified connection. Intelligence obviously is
obvious; possessed as an innate talent, as well as having been developed through excellent
education, mentioned above. Should you expect to head into the date in designer clothing,
have a very lovely chat, give the gentleman a wonderful massage, lie down to get sex, then
leave, you might have entirely missed the stage that the elite courtesan world.

 

5. Talent - There is not any point having a great look and this information and personality,
without real talent or way of expression... You'd simply be a pleasant, live ornament. Having a
positive and accomplished courtesan can also be amply trained in certain regions of sports
and expression - greater the higher. In Victorian times, an appropriate lady was not 'marriage



material' or perhaps courtesan material until she'd mastered a list of things every 'proper
woman' could do. This isn't about making herself 'worth' anything - she actually is already
enough. It's about investing in herself to include in her value. Obviously a woman with abilities
is far more helpful than a needing being waited on.

Whether equestrian skills, skiing, tennis, playing a guitar, singing, dance talents, interior
decorating, admin skills, cooking, an enormous knowledge and experiments within a particular
area, a substantial understanding of wines and spirits - their list really is limitless. A top-notch
escort brings all of this to her dates, and supplies whatever is required to take part in her
gentleman's preferences. She actually is able to discuss his work and concepts for the future,
and present genuine, intelligent feedback and advice.

Jane is capable of singing at any event, function or situation he or she require her to go to.
She doesn't have to find out EVERYTHING - absolutely nothing is more engaging males
rather than to be able to teach his paramour something. The 'little damsel' fantasy that many
males are biologically fascinated by. However, she needs to have basic knowledge, and
become a quick learner. A great deal of general knowledge plus some specialty talents is an
ideal balance. So if you are likely to be intimate with anyone that you experienced, a date
through the agency or in your personal life, ensure it is your organization do be phenomenal.
Research, practice techniques and stay memorable, not really a cold fish!

 

6. Style - It is really an important point, particularly in today's societal climate... Showing one's
shape is appealing. Showing flesh is usual, trashy and unacceptable in high society. That's
merely a fact. Outside a children's pool or purpose photo shoot, her image remains safe and
secure. The courtesan wears an extremely understated, classic style - and then she wears it
well. Her aim is usually to be unobtrusive; elegant and understated, but never showy or
'noticeable' to the wrong reasons.

She favors neutral and tasteful colors. She favors fitted pencil skirts worn underneath the



knee, appropriate elegant footwear, jackets tailored to suit close on the waist, and scarves to
shield her decolletage from prying eyes, apart from that relating to her chosen lovers or paying
clientele. This woman is exceptionally selective, and her self-respect will not compel her to get
validation by splashing her 'wares' to any or all and varied. She knows she is a special
woman, a queen, a fantastic individual inside and out.

She protects herself appropriately, and presents herself in tasteful, appropriate fashions. As
opposed to wearing 'the latest trends', or flashy, gaudy outfits, she wears precisely what is
worthy of her and her elegant style. Nightclub or 'bodycon' dresses aren't, ever acceptable.
Teetering on massive platform shoes, or oddly designed shoes is just not exactly understated
or classic. Large jangly jewelry, heavy perfume, heavy comprise and incredibly low-cut tops
aren't seen on an elite woman.

 

7. Reliability and Integrity - Discover able to do whatever you say, be in places you say and
deliver whatever you say, you are not suited to be an elite escort. You cannot make dates and
never generate. You cannot allow a company to market after this you not be available.
Wasting peoples' time is incredibly unprofessional. Should you be prepared to be regarded as
elite, promptness and trustworthiness are basic requirements of professionalism. A good
woman honors her word, along with a courtesan are few things it not exclusively honest,
authentic and honorable with regards to her reputation. Jane is the quintessential 'cortigiana
onesta' (it depends courtesan).

 

Activities to do To Facilitate a top End Escort Career:

 



With no this privileged breeding and upbringing, at least attend deportment classes with a
classic deportment school, established at the very least 50 years or higher. Include elocution
lessons - even though you feel you speak well, the concurrence that you just speak beautifully
from a professional orator is always a beautiful confirmation!

Attend a graphic consultant to verify your lifestyle and type belongs to a sophisticated, well
bred women. Get a second opinion...

Have nice hair and makeup done professionally - watch the makeup artist, and take classes
on the way to apply tasteful, elegant makeup. Not glamor makeup, but proper, brilliant looking,
fresh-faced makeup. Whatever you affect yourself should appear like it can be naturally yours.
Consequently, massive long eyelashes are not possible. However, tasteful eyelash extensions
that appear to be entirely natural may be acceptable. You have to look of the same quality
without make up because you do with makeup - so ensure that your skin is immaculate
underneath.

Take some classes in horse riding, tennis, skiing, swimming, snorkeling, diving. Undertake a
skill, study a language. Learn how to play piano or flute, cello or clarinet. Require a class or 12
on wine appreciation. Tale a category on art history. Have some understanding about classical
music - who is your favorite composer? Why? What are his origins? How many times can you
actually listen to his pieces? Are you able to recognize which composer has composed a bit of
music, if played for you..? Can it be Verdi, Mozart, Bach, Beethoven, Chopin, Mahler..?

 

Were these artists all composing from the same era? Which of them lent their music to
operas? What is the proper name for a song sung in a opera? - They're all basics you need to
know. That's your favorite opera? Can you even enjoy opera? One generally loves it or
doesn't. How about ballet? Let's consider famous historical Prima Donnas? Will you have a
favorite Ballet performance? Invest in yourself as well as in your understanding. You can not
cater to gentlemen of the caliber without some exposure to information of high society. If the
cultural knowledge extends to the most up-to-date reality shows as well as the latest celebrity
gossip, you are far from being able to perform at an elite courtesan escort capacity.

 



Once you've bought yourself to a suitable degree of refinement, and will hopefully pronounce it
all in French or Italian, now you have to determine whether you need to work as an unbiased
courtesan yourself, in order to work with an appropriate and professional high quality escort
agency. Herein can lie the problem. There are many pitfalls both in. But played properly, you
are able to flourish in either:

Independent- You'll be able to you set your hours, your own personal fee, and select your
personal clients directly. However, you do have a large amount of expense in starting a
professional image having a website and continued advertising. There's no security behind
you, and negotiating fees can be quite demeaning. Screening on and on through all the
sometimes distasteful inquiries can sometimes remove the lovely fresh innocence which a
women has when she is kept exclusive to lovely gentlemen. However, you do have absolute
control of your career with nobody to work under.

Agency - You've instant professional promotion and costly marketing to profit from - assuming
they do know the idea of the courtesan. You are able to usually set our own fee so long as the
agency is agreeable, and a good agency will help you select customers also. Any agency
forcing you to definitely meet people you don't want to meet is one to help away from.You've
got good security behind you having a quality agency, and all sorts of screening is conducted
professionally by the agency. You never have to see all the disgusting inquiries they filter for
you personally. A good escort agency, somewhere really high end like Mynt Models, will afford
you some amount of control over your promotion and image, and can offer full practicing for
new people.

Nonetheless they should know your availability so that you can properly promote you.
Although, folks who wants be reliable enough to work with a real estate agent, you may not be
at the courtesan level. Even while an unbiased you'll need to be extremely prompt and
reliable.


